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Enjoy your portable video workflow by combining DaVinci Resolve software with Blackmagic Studio cameras! This combination of tools and software allows you to easily edit, color correct, enhance and combine your content. DaVinci Resolve software uses the same codecs as the
Blackmagic HyperDeck software so you can quickly and easily compare and make changes to your footage! Plus DaVinci Resolve Software can easily connect and stream your footage to the Blackmagic HyperDeck software for live production work. Finally, DaVinci Resolve

Software uses a powerful asset management system so you can easily find your media files no matter where they are on your computer. The Blackmagic cameras have lots of connections for connecting to both consumer and broadcast equipment. All models feature HDMI with
tally, camera control and record trigger, so are perfect for ATEM Mini switchers! You also get headphone and mic connections, and 2 USBC expansion ports. The advanced Blackmagic Studio Camera 4KPro model is designed for broadcast workflows so has 12GSDI, 10GBASET
Ethernet, talkback and balanced XLR audio inputs. The 10G Ethernet allows all video, tally, talkback and camera power via a single connection, so setup is much faster! That's just like a SMPTE fiber workflow, but using standard Category 6A copper Ethernet cable so it's much

lower cost. Blackmagic Video Assist is so versatile it can be used for hundreds of tasks! Add it onto your camera rig to get alarge screen viewfinder with modern record codecs, focus assist features and 3DLUTS! Video Assist is also an ultra portable scope that lets you test
equipment in broadcast and live production to ensure your video levels are correct and all your gear is working correctly.
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